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Upon doping with Tl the narrow band-gap semiconductor PbTe exhibits anomalously high-temperature
superconductivity despite a very low carrier-density as well as signatures of the Kondo effect despite an absence
of magnetic moments. These phenomena have been explained by invoking 2e fluctuations of the valence of the
Tl dopants, but a direct measurement of the mixed valency implied by such a mechanism has not been reported
to date. In this work we present the unambiguous observation of multiple valences of Tl in Tl-doped PbTe
via photoemission spectroscopy measurements. It is shown via a quantitative analysis that the suppression of
the carrier density in compositions exhibiting superconductivity and Kondo-like behavior can be accounted for
by mixed valency, thus arguing against a self-compensation scenario proposed elsewhere for this material and
strengthening the case for valence fluctuation models. In addition to the identification of Tl+ and Tl3+ a possible
third intermediate local charge-density is suggested by full fits to the data, the origins of which are also discussed
but remain unclear.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.98.184506

I. INTRODUCTION

Lead telluride is a narrow band-gap semiconductor that
has been influential across a wide range of topics in condensed matter physics and continues to surprise after several decades of study. The present work is focused on the
specific case of thallium-doped lead telluride (Pb1−x Tlx Te),
which beyond a critical concentration of Tl (x = 0.30% ±
0.10% [1]) exhibits an unconventional superconducting state
[2–4], reaching temperatures of up to 1.5 K at hole densities
of around 1020 cm−3 . This is several orders of magnitude
greater than any reasonable predictions of the conventional
phonon-mediated BCS theory at this carrier density and is the
highest of any comparable material by a factor of 4 [5]. In the
same composition that superconductivity emerges, a number
of experiments have shown evidence that a Kondo-like effect
also occurs, but crucially this is not suppressed by magnetic
fields, implying that the effect is not magnetically mediated
[3,6,7]. The fact that no other hole dopant produces these
effects despite tuning the Fermi energy through the same
region of the band structure indicates that a specific property
of the Tl impurities must be the origin of these unusual
phenomena [2,8–10].
Tl is known to be a valence-skipping element that, owing
to the relative instability of a half-filled 6s orbital, has a strong
tendency to disproportionate into Tl+ and Tl3+ rather than
accommodate a 2+ valence. Considering the present case in
which Tl is an impurity, this implies that the 2+ impurity state
may occur at an energy higher than that of the 1+ impurity
state, despite holding fewer electrons on-site (a situation
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characterized by a “negative effective Hubbard-U ” [11]), and
this has been supported by calculations [12]. In this scenario,
the local charge state of the Tl impurity transitions directly
from 1+ to 3+ as the chemical potential is lowered through
the energy of the Tl 6s orbital (the Tl+ impurity state), raising
the possibility that the impurity may fluctuate in valence
by 2e at the point of degeneracy. Theoretically it has been
shown that in Pb1−x Tlx Te this negative effective U scenario
can provide both a superconducting pairing interaction and a
charge-Kondo effect whereby the valence of the impurity acts
as a pseudospin by which to map onto the magnetic Kondo
problem [13–17].
Existing experimental evidence in support of this picture
was recently strengthened by a detailed fermiology study
that identifies a resonant impurity state at the Fermi level
in superconducting compositions (x > 0.30% ± 0.10%) of
Pb1−x Tlx Te that is not present in the nonsuperconducting analog Pb1−x Nax Te at similar energies [3,10,18]. Furthermore,
it is argued that the resonant impurity state seems to be
enhancing, or even introducing, the pairing interaction rather
than simply raising the superconducting critical temperature
by increasing the density of states. Whilst it can be argued
that these results also imply mixed valency of the Tl impurities [19], direct spectroscopic evidence has been lacking
to date. Here we report photoemission spectroscopy (PES)
measurements that provide the first direct evidence of multiple
valences of Tl in superconducting Pb1−x Tlx Te. Two distinct
binding energies of the Tl 5d levels are clearly observed in
the data, consistent with the Tl impurities taking 1+ and 3+
local valences. The proportion of Tl dopants in each valence
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FIG. 1. Core level analysis of Pb1−x Tlx Te by PES. Panel (a)
shows a typical wide-energy-range spectra for the core levels of
Pb1−x Tlx Te showing the spin-orbit split Te 4d and Pb 5d levels. The
more dilute Tl 5d levels are located in the red box, which has been
expanded in panel (b). It can be seen in panel (b) that both the Tl
5d3/2 and Tl 5d5/2 core levels of Pb1−x Tlx Te have multiple peaks.
For comparison, the blue curve is a spectrum of metallic thallium,
and the red curve a spectrum of Tl2 Te (Tl+ ). These data were taken
at temperatures between 10 and 40 K using a Pb1−x Tlx Te sample
with x = 1.39% ± 0.10%.

state increases as a function of doping in broad agreement
with the known carrier concentration. The introduction of an
unexpected third valence at an intermediate energy improves
the fitting of the data, and if intrinsic it would indicate that
a simple two-level valence fluctuation may not fully capture
the physics of the system, although the origin of this peak is
not established definitively here. These results are a necessary
prerequisite for the argument that valence fluctuations are
playing a role in the correlated physics in Pb1−x Tlx Te.
II. METHODS

Single crystals of Pb1−x Tlx Te were grown by an unseeded
physical vapor transport method [6,20]. The overall Tl concentration x was measured by electron microprobe analysis
(EMPA) [6]. The PES measurements were performed at the
PGM beamline and Ames-Montana beamline of the Synchrotron Radiation Center (SRC), Stoughton, Wisconsin. A
photon energy of 70 eV was used to acquire the data (the
Fermi energy in Figs. 1 and 2 corresponds to a kinetic energy
of 65.6 eV). All samples were cleaved or scraped in situ along
the (100) plane at temperatures between 10 and 40 K.
III. RESULTS

A representative wide-energy-range PES spectrum of
Pb1−x Tlx Te is shown in Fig. 1(a) for a sample with x =
1.39% ± 0.01%. The Pb 5d and Te 4d levels are clearly
identifiable at their typical binding energies, with the observed
splitting due to spin-orbit coupling. The comparatively dilute
Tl ions yield a much lower intensity and so are shown in more
detail in Fig. 1(b). It can be seen clearly in the raw data that
both the Tl 5d3/2 and Tl 5d5/2 levels each show two peaks,
which indicates that there are at least two distinct populations
of Tl within the measurement volume that are distinguishable
by the binding energies of their core electrons. As the binding
energy is a function of the local electron density that screens
the nucleus (the chemical shift), this leads to the conclusion
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FIG. 2. Examples of fits to the Tl 5d3/2 core levels, shown here
for x = 0.29% ± 0.10%, x = 0.69% ± 0.10%, and x = 1.39% ±
0.10% [panels (a)–(c), respectively]. Black circles show the raw data,
gray lines are the polynomial background, red curves are the full
fitting results, blue (orange) solid lines mark the peak corresponding
to Tl+ (Tl3+ ) ions, and green lines mark an unexpected third peak
that is consistent with the presence of a third population of Tl ions if
intrinsic.

that the two distinct populations of Tl must be in different
local valence states. The spectroscopic observation of multiple
valences of Tl in PbTe at superconducting concentrations is
the key result of this work.
In order to identify the valence associated with the peaks
we compare to the Tl 5d peaks in Tl2 Te (Tl+ ) as a standard
[red line in Fig. 1(b)]. The lower peaks line up with Tl2 Te,
indicating a 1+ valence that has been observed and inferred
previously at x < xc [3,4,18,21]. Metallic Tl falls approximately equidistant between the two clear peaks, showing that
the second peak is not due to inclusions of elemental Tl. The
strong tendency of Tl to disproportionate into 1+ and 3+
valences gives a basis on which to assume the second peak
is most likely Tl3+ , and this is strongly supported by previous
double-doping studies in which it has been established that
Tl becomes a donor when the Fermi energy is tuned below the
resonant impurity state (it is an acceptor above it, as it replaces
Pb2+ ) and that the total number of states within the resonant
impurity states is equal to twice the number of Tl, consistently
demonstrating a change of valence by 2e.
To obtain quantitative information, the data were fitted by
Lorentzian peaks on top of a smooth polynomial background,
with examples shown in Fig. 2. This analysis focuses only on
the Tl 5d3/2 peaks as the shoulderlike peak located at a binding
energy of around 11 eV, formed by the inner band structure
of the PbTe lattice, is difficult to fit robustly and would distort
results from the Tl 5d5/2 levels. Fits to the data were improved
by including a third Lorentzian at an intermediate binding
energy, close to what might be expected from metallic Tl or
an intermediate valence of Tl in PbTe. This is an unexpected
result as Tl has a very strong tendency to skip its 2+ configuration in favor of 1+ and 3+, but the presence of inclusions
of metallic Tl can also be considered unlikely as discussed
later in this report. It should be noted that, as this intermediate
peak does not generally appear as a distinct maximum in the
raw data (with the exception of x = 0.69% ± 0.10%), it is
possible that its inclusion in the fitting procedure is in fact
compensating for an imperfect background subtraction. This
could be due to an underlying feature at the same energy,
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IV. DISCUSSION

These data unambiguously show that there are multiple
valences of Tl in Pb1−x Tlx Te, in contrast to earlier x-ray
and XAFS measurements that lacked the sensitivity to distinguish multiple valences of Tl in such small concentrations
and in close proximity to the Pb edge [21,23]. There has
been some debate as to whether a self-compensation model
may explain the suppression of the carrier density at x > xc
by retaining a monovalent Tl but introducing Te vacancies
[3,24,25], but the present result favors mixed valency as the
source of this effect, and this explanation sits more naturally
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an overlap with the tail of the Tl 5d5/2 levels (which would
give a composition dependence to the fit), or just a poor
approximation of the smooth background by the polynomial.
Motivated by the phase diagram of Pb1−x Tlx Te [reproduced in Fig. 3(a)] a quantitative analysis allows us to interpret
the observed mixed valency in terms of the suppression of
the carrier density that is observed at the same Tl concentrations (xc > 0.30% ± 0.10%) as superconductivity, Kondolike transport phenomena, and resonant impurity states at the
Fermi level [2–4,6,18,22]. The relative proportion of each
Tl valence within the measured volume of the sample is
estimated by integrating the area of each Lorentzian in the
fits described above, the results of which are shown as a
function of bulk sample composition (determined by EMPA)
in Fig. 3(b) (the values have been normalized such that the
combined area of the Lorentzians matches the x value). The
quantity of each valence increases with x but not at an equal
rate as may have been expected in the case of a perfectly
sharp resonant impurity state (i.e., perfect degeneracy between
two impurity levels that are infinitely narrow in energy).
Tl replaces Pb2+ in PbTe, making Tl+ an acceptor, Tl2+
isovalent, and Tl3+ a donor (Tl0 would imply a separate phase
and so would not contribute carriers to the bulk phase), and so
the behavior observed in Fig. 3(b) where Tl+ increases faster
than Tl3+ implies that the hole concentration should continue
to increase in the mixed-valence regime, but at a slower rate
than if the system were monovalent. This is indeed observed
via measurements of the Hall number [4,18], and we can
compare the two data sets by inferring the density of carriers
implied by the number density of each Tl valence. The results
of this comparison are shown in Fig. 3(c) and show broad
agreement, albeit with some significant scatter. Note that
the outliers correspond to data where the fitted Lorentzians
corresponding to the Tl+ and the intermediate peak are also
anomalous in such a way that implies the fits are competing
for the same spectral weight, possibly a sign of overfitting in
the data and an indication that the statistical error bars are not
representative for these points. These results show very clearly
that the Tl+ peak has been correctly identified, particularly
as we know that this is the only valence in low compositions
from the measured fermiology [one hole is contributed per
dopant in compositions x < xc , as indicated by the solid blue
line in Fig. 3(b)], because the carrier density continues to
increase. They also support the assignment of the Tl3+ peak
because the compensation at the highest Tl concentrations
gives reasonable quantitative agreement with the measured
carrier concentration.
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FIG. 3. (a) A phase diagram illustrating the evolution of the lowtemperature electrical transport properties as a function of Tl concentration in Pb1−x Tlx Te. In compositions where x < xc the electrical
transport is consistent with a single-band conventional metallic state,
but at Tl concentrations above xc , superconductivity, Kondo-like
phenomenology, and resonant impurity states at the Fermi level are
observed [3,6,18]. Values of the superconducting critical temperature
in single crystals as determined by resistivity and heat capacity
(solid black squares and circles, respectively) are reproduced from
Ref. [4]. Values for thin films and polycrystaline samples (open
circles and squares, respectively) are reproduced from Refs. [2,22].
(b) The evolution as a function of Tl concentration of the integrated
areas of the Lorentzian fits, such as those illustrated in Fig. 2. The
areas of the peaks are proportional to the densities of Tl dopants
in each valence and normalized such that the total area (total Tl
density) matches the measured x. The solid blue line indicates the
known presence of monovalent Tl+ at x < xc , and the dotted blue
and orange lines show the expected trends of the Tl+ and Tl3+ as
implied by the measured carrier density in a two valence model.
Note that, coincidentally, all three peak areas are almost identical at
x = 0.29% ± 0.10%. (c) A comparison between the carrier density
as measured by the Hall effect (gray symbols from Refs. [4,18]) and
the carrier density implied by the observed peak areas in this study
(red stars). The black dashed line indicates the expected behavior in
each Tl contributed a single charge carrier; the gray dot-dashed line
is a guide to the eye. In all plots the vertical black dotted line marks
the doping at which the superconducting phase and signatures of the
Kondo effect emerge, xc = 0.30% ± 0.10%.
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with the concurrent observation of a resonant impurity state.
These data do not however differentiate between static and
fluctuating mixed valency when taken in isolation. Static
mixed valence compounds accommodate mixed valency by
allowing distinct bonding environments. For example, in the
case of TlS two distinct Tl sites are present and the structure
forms a supercell of Tl+ Tl3+ S2 [26], and in Tl2 Nb2 O6+δ the
bonding to interstitial oxygen ions is accommodated by a
3+
disproportionation of the nearest Tl to give Tl+
1−δ Tlδ Nb2 O6+δ
[27]. Whilst chemically interesting, these compounds do not
exhibit remarkable physical properties as a result of their static
mixed valency. The difference in Pb1−x Tlx Te is that all of the
Tl ions are located on equivalent lattice sites. This may not
be intuitive as the orbital occupation is different, but can be
understood as the Tl 6s electrons form an inert “lone pair”
in PbTe, meaning that they do not significantly contribute
to the bonding environment. In the absence of a change in
the bonding environment, the local fluctuation in the charge
density is instead accommodated by the Fermi sea, which
allows one Tl to donate electrons via a valence fluctuation
provided another accepts electrons via the opposite fluctuation, thus maintaining a constant Fermi level. This interaction
between the impurities and the Fermi sea is evidenced by the
signatures of the resonant impurity state as discussed in detail
in Ref. [18], but it is also seen in the residual resistivity. If
the mixed valency were static, there would be no reason to
expect a large difference in the residual resistivity (a proxy for
elastic scattering) between the monovalent and mixed valent
cases, and any difference would only produce a kink in the
residual resistivity as a function of x. However, it is seen that
for x > xc the residual resistivity rapidly tends to the unitary
limit, implying that there is an additional, strong scattering
channel available that is associated with the impurities [20].
The results shown in Fig. 3(c) provide a basis by which
to resolve an unanswered question in the fermiology of
Pb1−x Tlx Te, namely why the carrier concentration continues
to increase when x > xc despite the Fermi energy appearing to
become quite fixed. As the density of Tl+ increases at a faster
rate than Tl3+ for x > xc it implies that the two valences are
not strictly degenerate, but are sufficiently close in energy to
both be present in the system with a bias towards the lower
energy valence, Tl+ . This would not be possible for infinitely
sharp impurity levels, but resonant impurity states develop a
width as they necessarily hybridize with the band structure
of the host material provided the orbital characters are not
orthogonal [28]. This has been observed experimentally in
Pb1−x Tlx Te via a range of techniques [3]. Hence these results
imply that while the Fermi level has entered these broadened resonant impurity states, it remains positioned above
the midpoint that would give perfect degeneracy between the
valences. The width of the impurity state also varies as a
function of the density of impurities, and as the maximum
density of states is observed to stay constant as a function of
Tl concentration the primary effect of adding more Tl must
be to increase the width of the resonance [3]. As the impurity
states widen, a greater portion of them will be found above the
Fermi level, thus allowing an increase in the carrier density for
a fixed value of the Fermi level.
Finally we must address the origin and implications of the
third Lorentzian peak that is used in the fitting of the data. We

consider five possible explanations: the presence of metallic
Tl inclusions, an imperfect background subtraction, nonbonding states at the surface, a weak dispersion of the Tl 5d states,
and the presence of a third Tl valence lying at an intermediate
binding energy to the two clearly identified in the raw data.
The binding energy of metallic Tl, as shown in Fig. 1(b), is
very close to the center of the additional peak, but there are a
number of reasons to doubt whether Tl inclusions are present
in our Pb1−x Tlx Te samples. Most directly, composition maps
taken by EMPA with spatial resolution of 1 μm × 1 μm
could not resolve any inhomogeneity in the samples, which
constrains any inclusions to being homogeneously distributed
in the sample and well below 1 μm in scale. Second, these
samples were grown by a physical vapor transport method that
does not naturally produce phase separation or percolation of
impurity phases in the way one might expect from a saturated
melt, and even so, we would anticipate that Tl would bond
with Te to form Tl2 Te during the growth rather than remain
in its elemental form (analogously to how NaTe preceipitates
in saturated NaTe-PbTe solutions [29]). A further argument is
that there is not any clear evidence for a minority superconducting phase from elemental Tl; as Tl has a superconducting
Tc of around 2.4 K, one would expect to see a reduction in the
electrical resistivity in the absence of a bulk phase transition
in heat capacity, but no such feature is observed.
The motivation for questioning the background subtraction
arises as the intermediate peak does not appear as a distinct
maximum in the majority of raw data [with the exception of
the sample at x = 0.69% ± 0.10%, as shown in Fig. 2(b)].
This is not of course a rigorous argument that the peak does
not exist, but it does highlight that the peak is broad and
could in principle be approximated by a smooth background,
particularly as it is located in the region of the data where the
background extrapolation is least constrained. In principle a
direct measurement of PbTe in the absence of Tl impurities
could clarify this issue, but the background is observed to
have a composition dependence as the tails of the Pb 5d5/2
and Pb 5d3/2 peaks and the inner band structure move with x
[30], and so no obvious solution presents itself other than to
maintain some slight scepticism regarding the interpretation
of this peak.
A drawback in this context of photoemission techniques is
their sensitivity to anomalous surface states, and so we must
consider that there may be some portion of Tl ions at the
surface of the sample where the bonding environment, and
thus also the binding energy, differs from that of the bulk. In
this scenario the intermediate peak would not be relevant for
our discussion of intrinsic bulk properties of the material. A
study varying the excitation energy of the incident photons
could clarify this point by effectively probing different depths
in the sample, although it should be noted that no similar effect
is observed for the Pb or Te peaks as might be expected if this
were a significant issue.
The relatively small binding energy of the Tl 5d states
may also introduce its own complications as such shallow
levels may be slightly dispersive, which can lead to anomalous
spectral weight at energies close to the main peaks. Intuitively
there is no reason to expect this dispersion to produce an
additional peak specifically, but it could alter the shapes of
the peaks and influence the fits to the data. For this reason, it
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would be preferable to measure more localized levels such as
the Tl 4f or Tl 4d states but, because the PES cross section
decreases with photon energy, these deeper states proved
difficult to resolve at such low concentrations.
The most interesting scenario is that there may in fact be
three valences of Tl present in the system, with one potential
interpretation being that the intermediate peak corresponds to
Tl2+ as it sits equidistant between the two other peaks and
is not required to contribute to the carrier density in order
to reconcile the Hall effect data (Tl2+ is neutral when replacing Pb2+ ). But despite some support from first-principles
electronic structure calculations [31] that predict Tl+ , Tl2+ ,
and Tl3+ to have very similar formation energies, this simple
version of a three-valence scenario is experimentally ruled out
as Tl2+ would be magnetic and it has been robustly established that Tl is nonmagnetic in Pb1−x Tlx Te [6,32]. It should
be considered however that the charge-Kondo effect raises an
alternative route to an intermediate local charge density at the
Tl impurities. Analogously to how in the magnetic Kondo
effect the screening of the magnetic ion produces a Kondo
singlet with no magnetic moment at temperatures below the
Kondo temperature, in the charge Kondo effect the charge of
the impurity is similarly screened by the conduction electrons
to give an electrically neutral singlet state [14]. The presence
of these screening electrons around the Tl impurity leads to
a distinct local charge density that must be intermediate to
opposingly charged Tl+ and Tl3+ in order to be neutral in
PbTe, and so consequently this effect could yield an intermediate value of the binding energy of the Tl core levels without
invoking magnetic Tl2+ .

suppression of the carrier density that occurs in superconducting compositions, arguing against a self-compensation
scenario proposed elsewhere. Furthermore, the nondegeneracy of Tl+ and Tl3+ observed here leads us to consistently
explain the continued increase of carrier density at constant
Fermi energy and Luttinger volume via a broadening of the
impurity states, giving a self-consistent understanding of the
fermiology of the system. Full fits to the data were improved
by the addition of a third Lorentzian at an energy intermediate
to the peaks visible in the raw data. Possible spurious sources
of this additional peak were considered as well as the intriguing possibility that it could originate from the screening of a
fraction of the Tl impurities via the charge-Kondo mechanism.
Mixed valency is an essential ingredient for the valencefluctuation models that have been invoked to explain anomalous low-temperature properties of this material such as superconductivity at low carrier-density and Kondo-like behavior.
While this work does not establish a causal link between the
observed mixed valency and either of these low-temperature
electronic properties, it nevertheless definitively establishes
that Tl impurities are indeed present as a mixed valence,
justifying consideration of such effects and motivating further
investigation of the effects of valence fluctuations in this and
related materials.
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